Performance and reliability design constraints for exascale storage systems are significant challenges for HPC system designers. We are developing the CODES simulation toolkit to equip system designers with simulation tools so that they better understand the features and design constraints of exascale storage systems. The goal for CODES is to enable the exploration and co-design of exascale storage systems by providing a detailed, accurate, and highly parallel simulation toolkit for exascale storage. In this paper, we present the capabilities of the CODES tools that allow systems designers to assess exascale storage system designs. We demonstrate the use of CODES to evaluate a potential exascale storage network model and storage system features.
INTRODUCTION
The data demands of science and limited rates of data access impose daunting challenges on designers of exascale storage architectures. Designers must consider performance and reliability in the context of the I/O requirements of applications and analysis tools at exascale. Meeting these constraints requires the development of a multi-layer hardware and software architecture incorporating devices that do not yet exist. Co-design of these systems is necessary to find the best possible design points for exascale systems. The most promising approach for co-design of such systems is simulation.
The goal of the CODES project is to enable the exploration and co-design of exascale storage systems by providing a parallel and high-fidelity framework for I/O and storage system simulations. As part of this project, we are developing models that realistically represent application checkpoint and analysis workloads. These models are coupled using the Rensselaer Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS) [6] , a discrete-event simulation framework that allows simulations to be run in parallel, decreasing the simulation run time of massive simulations. Building on our prior work in highly parallel simulation and using our new high-resolution models, our system captures the complexity, scale, and multi-layer nature of exascale storage hardware and software. CODES parallel simulations execute in a time frame that enables "what if" exploration of design concepts.
In this paper, we describe our recent work and accomplishments within the CODES. In Section 2, we enumerate the exascale storage system development challenges. Section 3 describes the CODES simulation framework and how these design challenges can be addressed within the CODES tools. We present our first exascale storage system component, a high-fidelity torus network model and its integration into a prototype storage system, in Section 4. We conclude this paper in Section 5 with a summary of our current accomplishments and a description of our future work.
EXASCALE DESIGN CHALLENGES
There are several challenges in developing high-performance and reliable I/O exascale storage systems. The availability of hardware and system software components for these systems is still years away. System designers must model and simulate these systems in order to understand potential exascale storage system designs and use cases. Simulation results can be fed back into the co-design process to influence the design of future exascale system components. We are developing the CODES toolkit to allow designers to investigate the trade-offs of two critical design constraints for these systems: performance at scale and fault tolerance.
Performance at scale is one of the critical design constraints for HPC systems. Ideally, applications executing at fullscale on a system will achieve faster time-to-solution and efficiently solve more complex problems. Current application I/O scaling and tuning research on petascale-class systems provides a glimpse of performance bottlenecks likely to occur on exascale-class systems [4, 12, 16] . Exascale class systems will require reductions in the number of clients accessing storage systems due to increases in concurrency, efficient data placement techniques due to increases in the number of storage devices, and overcoming the stagnation in storage device performance.
CODES provides tools to model the performance bottlenecks of exascale storage systems and evaluate I/O techniques to solve these bottlenecks. Using CODES, exascale system designers can evaluate features of I/O and storage systems software for a variety of device performance parameters and system configurations. By varying application workloads and various exascale storage system configurations, designers can evaluate how design features of an exascale storage will impact classes of applications or specific application I/O patterns.
Fault tolerance and reliability are essential features of large HPC systems. The predicted component count of exascale systems insinuates that the occurrence of failures will be more frequent on these systems and that new classes of failures may occur. For example, the large component count of exascale storage systems will require efficient techniques to isolate storage system failures, scalably disseminate failure information throughout the storage system, and efficiently recover from failures while reducing interruptions to applications. CODES provides an ideal platform for modeling the reliability of exascale storage systems and evaluating scalable fault tolerance and recovery techniques. Using CODES, designers can develop storage and I/O component models that consider failure rates of individual components and systems when evaluating exascale-class fault tolerance techniques.
CODES SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
Evaluating I/O and storage system features that address the design challenges of exscale storage systems is possible using CODES. CODES consists of a suite of hardware and software models of HPC computing and storage system components. Using the ROSS parallel discrete-event simulation framework, it is possible to compose and simulate a variety of exascale storage system configurations in a tractable amount of time.
It is possible to interface CODES' models with actual implementations of storage and I/O system software tools (provided that these tools support a CODES model or resource interface). This enables the simulation and evaluation of resource models and HPC system configurations while using real system software tools as the simulation drivers. This provides a mechanism to evaluate storage system features within the context of existing system software tools. Figure 1 illustrates the components modeled in CODES. It describes how the CODES' models are coupled with storage systems software to enable the simulation of exascale storage systems. A variety of HPC I/O workloads are used to drive CODES' simulations. These I/O workloads generate application level I/O requests. The application level I/O requests are executed by the I/O and storage system software models. The I/O and storage resource models are the lowest layer of the CODES suite of models. As a first step in the development of CODES models, we developed a torus network model accurate at the granularity of network packets.
SIMULATING EXASCALE STORAGE SYS-TEMS
We were motivated to develop a torus model because of its scalability characteristics for large scale systems, such as the predicted characteristics of exascale storage systems. Exascale supercomputers will have millions or even hundreds of millions of processing cores and the potential for billion-way parallelism. Exascale compute and data storage architec- tures will be critically dependent on the interconnection network. The most popular interconnection network for current and future supercomputer systems is the torus (e.g., k-ary, n-cube). Blue Gene and Cray XT supercomputer families adopt a 3-D torus. Typically, the 3-D torus network fixes the number of nodes in two dimensions so the system only grows in the third dimension as racks of new systems are added. This leads to a linear increase in the maximum latency. One solution to this problem is to create a torus network with a larger number of dimensions as is the case with the upcoming Blue Gene/Q which will have a 5-D torus network [7, 8, 14, 5] .
By design, a torus network provides low latencies and high bandwidth at a moderate cost to construct. A number of research efforts have concentrated on the design and optimizations of switching fabric and routing algorithms [11, 1, 15, 9] for torus networks.
Torus Model Implementation
There are several assumptions currently built into our torus model. The model currently uses deterministic static routing since this routing protocol is easy to implement and deadlock free. Systems that provide torus networks, such as the Blue Gene systems, typically use dynamic routing or hybrid static-dynamic routing approach.
Markovian models are a popular approach to understand interconnection network performance [2] . For the purpose of this performance study, we capture the time independent nature of the packet stream and simply let it follow the Poisson Process with a mean arrival rate of λ. In our torus model, each node continuously generates a Poisson stream of packets. Each packet generated by the model randomly chooses a destination node from a uniform distribution. This yields a pathological traffic pattern that is a challenge to optimize since it has little to no locality. Figure 2 illustrates the torus network model flow chart and the event driven approach of the model on a per node basis. At the initial state, each node, modeled as a logical process (LP), will generate a stream of packets with an exponential time delay. This event generation delay forms the Poisson packet stream on each node. Prior to sending a packet, the destination node ID is placed into packet header so that the torus model can route the packet to correct node. Also, the packet generation time is stored in header which enables the model to capture the end-to-end latency. Our experiments assume that "application-level" message is the same size as a packet.
Torus Model Validation Study
After implementing the torus model, we set out to validate the models behavior and performance against an existing torus network. There were two parts to the validation study. First, we verified that the torus network model agrees with Little's Law under a variety of torus configurations and packets arrival rates. Second, we compared MPI Send()/MPI Recv() latency times of the actual Blue Gene/L network using 2K processors (1,024 node torus, 1x32x32) and experimental runs of our torus network model for the same torus configuration [10] .
We conducted MPI ping-pong tests on Blue Gene/L and compared them to a ping-pong simulation. The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 3 . The ping-pong experiments measured communication times between nodes on the Blue Gene/L torus and the ROSS-based torus mode. We configured a 250-byte torus message to ensure we used Blue Gene's eager communication protocol. We varied the distances between the two communicating nodes in the torus to use either two or eight node hops across the torus network.
Our torus network model delays are equivalent to that of the Blue Gene/L machine with the two-hop case. Our model results diverge from the observed Blue Gene/L results for the eight-hop case. We believe the difference lies in routing optimizations made by the Blue Gene network that enable it to The model performs congestion queuing correctly and will be sufficient at predicting storage architecture performance. The time to commit data to RAM disk, SSD, or hard disk ranges from hundreds of microseconds to milliseconds. The torus network model error of two microseconds for a two-hop torus network message is negligible for our exascale storage modeling purposes.
Torus Model Scaling Study
After verifying the behavior of the torus model, we analyzed the performance of the torus network at an extremescale of one billion nodes. As our model approaches one billion nodes, the simulation requires significant amounts of memory to execute. Simulating this model on Blue Gene/L requires at least 4,096 processors and 2TB of memory. We evalauted the strong-scaling characteristics of the torus model at 8,192 and 16,384 processors. The results of this study are shown in Table 1 and 2.
The total number of generated packets in these experiments is O(10 11 ) and the total number of events scheduled is O(10 13 ). This extreme-scale torus model can sustain a continuous packet stream of 10 11 packets per second. The efficiency appears lower at 16,384 processors for the 200 packet per nanosecond scenario when compared to our 16-million-node torus model experiments [10] . This is attributed to the onebillion node torus model being under-loaded with packets relative to the 16-million node torus model. In the absence of queuing effects, events are scheduled closer together in simulated time for the 1-billion node torus model. This behavior leads to a higher rollback probability. The overall loss in event-rate performance is attributed to the larger event population. The additional RAM requirements for this model increases queuing overheads and leads to larger cache-memory overheads.
Torus Model Integration
After validating the model execution behavior and verifying it's performance characteristics, we integrated the torus model into an existing storage system. The goal for this model integration activity was to verify that the model could be used to transfer actual storage system network traffic and to demonstrate the models usefulness for evaluating storage system software using simulated networks. By coupling the torus model to the existing storage systems, it is possible to There are two requirements to ensure that storage system functions correctly when using the torus model. First, the messages transfered between the storage system nodes must be valid. The generated message traffic between the storage system instances cannot be simulated and must be correctly formatted messages with real payload data. Second, the storage system prototype most provide a ROSS-enabled network resource that is compatible with other network resources used by the storage system. While the storage system provides several I/O resources with consistent resource access interfaces, the underlying transport layer for each network resource varies. For example, MPI-based and ROSSbased network resources are available for the prototype storage system. with the prototype storage system. To integrate the ROSSbased torus model into the prototype storage system, we modified the ROSS network resource to include the torus model. Since, this ROSS network resource simulates network transfers issued by the storage system, the torus model intercepts the communication requests and simulates the traffic across the torus. Additionally, the ROSS network resource ensures that the actual message payload is correctly received at the receiver while the torus model simulates data transfers using empty message payloads. The ROSS network resource interacts with the torus model (using the torus model API) to translate the storage system messages into messages that conform to the torus model communication requirements. The ROSS network resource coordinates the transfer of data across the torus and signals the receivers ROSS network resource when the transfer is complete. The end result of this simulation setup is that the storage system issues network transfer requests, simulates the transfers across the torus model using fake data payloads, detects when the storage system message transfer is complete, and delivers the actual message to the remote storage system instances.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We are still in the early stages of the CODES project and have completed several milestones. We completed the development of our first model for an exascale storage system with the ROSS-based torus model. We integrated this model with an existing storage system prototype and demonstrated the use of the torus model within a systems software tool.
We are currently developing additional CODES models to compliment our torus model. We are integrating this model with additional systems software tools. Currently, we are integrating CODES and ROSS with the I/O Forwarding Scalability Layer (IOFSL) [13, 3] . Using the CODES tools, we will analyze several algorithms to address scalable fault tolerance within exascale storage systems.
